


Winning this world class award is a 
nice validation of what we do for our 
customers. This award brings value 

to our customers, not just in terms of capital 
appreciation but the award also recognises 
the luxurious lifestyle they are residing in. It 
vindicates the extra efforts and cost that we 
put in; gaining investment and getting 
peace-of-mind for our customers, 

(From left) Isaac Holoschutz, Past President of FIABCI-
Mexico; Flavio Gonzaga B.Nunes, Past World President 
(2013-2014); Dato’ Alan Tong, BKP’s Group Chairman; 
Datuk NK Tong, BKP ‘s Group Managing Director 
and Alexander Romanenko, Past World President 
(2011-2012) sharing joyful moments after the award 
presentation ceremony. 

View a 1.5-minute video on VERVE® Suites Mont’Kiara. 

VERVE Suites Best High Rise

An overall view of VERVE® Suites Mont’Kiara, a 
project by BKP.





Preparation for
Swimming Pool & Podium Area

The aerial view of the completed swimming pool’s structure at Level 2.

Terra Spring’s kitchen top are installed and 

the workers are in the midst of polishing 

the kitchen top.

Cabinets in the living room of a Summer 
Canvas unit are installed.

To prevent the kitchen top and cabinets from damage, BKP goes the extra mile to cover them with a layer of protection.



BKP team members all dressed up to the theme to welcome 

homeowners and residents to the appreciation party. 

Homeowners & Residents 

Travel Back to

BKP homeowners and residents travelling back to Old Shanghai era at 

the appreciation party hosted by BKP.
Datuk NK Tong (left) posing with the best 
dressed winners.

Party guests posing at the photo booth.



Visitors having fun gathering with friends and family at BKP Gallery, located along Old Klang Road. 

All Time Favourite
STReeT
Food
FeST

The Open House was organised 
in conjunction with the opening 
of BKP Gallery at VERVE® Suites 

KL South and the completion of the first-
of-its-kind Sky Bridge in this project. We 
are glad to see the crowd enjoying 
themselves with their friends and family 
here. We hope we have brought cheers 
and excitement to the communities in 
this neighbourhood,

said BKP’s Group Managing 
Director, Datuk NK Tong.

Over 200 business associates joined BKP’s Business 
Associates Dinner in conjunction with Chinese New 
Year celebrations.

NK presenting the ‘Best Team’ Award for Bowling 

Competition.



DBKL’s officers having a fruitful tour at VERVE® Suites Mont’Kiara.

NK (second from right) sharing his experiences with some of the 

DBKL officers at the Gardens of Concentrico.

DBKL officers visiting one of the sky lounges in VERVE® Suites Mont’Kiara – the Versilica Sky Beach.
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Chinese New Year has always 
been a quiet period for the 

home. We really appreciate the kindness 
when we were informed that BKP would 
bring our elders out for a lunch and keep 
them company for the day,
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Sky Bridge Carnival

for Children Homes

   Caring Hands 
programme has always 

been a passionate initiative 
by BKP as caring is one of the 

company’s core values. We 
believe in contributing back to 
the society as it is essential for 

the community to grow 
and benefit together,




